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Abstract
Image retargeting adapts an input image to displays other than originally intended while minimizing visual distor-
tion. Most warping-based methods formulate retargeting as a spatially-varying warping problem over a uniform
mesh and encourage each mesh grid to undergo a conformal transformation to minimize visual distortion. How-
ever, the conformal transformation constraint on each individual mesh grid is often insufficient to preserve global
image structures. In this paper, we present a feature-aware mesh based retargeting method. Our idea is to warp
each visually salient image feature as a whole, thus preserving global image structures. Our method divides an
image into a non-uniform mesh such that each salient image feature or object is enclosed only in one mesh ele-
ment. Our method warps each mesh element with an affine transformation. We then formulate image retargeting
as a spatially-varying affine warping problem. To further minimize the distortion, we encourage each affine trans-
formation to be close to more distortion-free ones, such as conformal transformation. The spatially-varying affine
warping problem is formulated as a quadratic energy minimization problem, which can be solved efficiently. Our
experiments demonstrate that our method can effectively preserve global image structures.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.4.9 [Computer Graphics]: Image Processing and
Computer Vision—Applications

1. Introduction

Image retargeting adapts an image to displays other than
originally intended. A significant amount of effort has been
devoted to this problem recently [RGSS10]. Existing meth-
ods aim to fit an input image to a new size while minimizing
visually objectionable distortion. While successful solutions
have been developed to avoid local distortion, it is still chal-
lenging to preserve global image structures.

In this paper, we present a new warping-based retarget-
ing method to address this problem. Existing warping-based
methods first divide an input image into a uniform grid
mesh (c.f. [GSCO06,WGCO07,WTSL08,ZCHM09]). Then
they formulate image retargeting as a mesh warping prob-
lem. These methods encourage each mesh grid to undergo a
conformal (similarity) transformation to avoid objectionable
distortion. While these methods can successfully achieve
a smooth transformation, they sometimes cannot preserve
global image features. The conformal transformation con-
straint on an individual grid cannot guarantee the conformal
transformation of a whole object that contains multiple grids.
Moreover, existing methods use the saliency value of each
grid to guide the warping. Each grid inside the same object

often takes a different saliency value, which will also lead to
inconsistent warping inside the object.

Our solution is to transform each salient image feature,
like an object or a line, as a whole to avoid objectionable dis-
tortion. Our method first builds an adaptive mesh with non-
rectangular mesh elements from an input image. Each salient
image feature is enclosed by a single mesh element. Then,
our method warps each mesh element with an affine trans-
formation. In this way, we formulate image retargeting as a
spatially varying affine warping problem, with the parame-
ters of affine transformations as unknowns. To further mini-
mize the distortion, we encourage each affine transformation
to be close to more distortion-free ones, such as conformal
transformation. Each energy term in our warping problem is
at most quadratic, so our retargeting problem can be solved
efficiently using a standard sparse linear solver. The main ad-
vantage of our method is its capability in preserving global
image features.

In the remainder of this paper, we first give a brief
overview on image retargeting in Section 2. We then de-
scribe how we build and warp an adaptive mesh in Section 3.
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(a) Input (b) Region saliency (c) Our result with and without mesh

Figure 1: Algorithm overview. Given an input image (a) and its saliency and region information (b), our method builds a non-
uniform mesh where each salient object is included into a single mesh element ((c) left) and warps each mesh element using
an affine transformation. In this way, each salient object is warped as a whole and is free from objectionable visual distortion.
Our method creates the final result (c) by solving retargeting as a spatially-varying affine transformation problem, with the
parameters of affine transformation for each mesh element as unknowns.

We report our experiment results in Section 4. We conclude
our paper in Section 5.

2. Related Work

Image and video retargeting has been a hot topic these years
and a range of methods have been developed. In this section,
we give a brief overview on image retargeting.

Early image retargeting methods focus on the problem of
adapting an input image to small displays. These methods
identify an important region in the image, crop, and scale the
important region to fit the target displays [CXF∗03,SLBJ03,
SAD∗06]. These cropping methods can best preserve the se-
lected content; however, they lose information around image
boundaries totally.

Re-composition-based methods rearrange image content
to fit the target display size. Setlur et al. [STR∗05] and
Cheng et al. [CWW07] segment an image into regions, scale
regions differently, and re-composite them into a final im-
age. These methods can achieve good results; however, their
performance depends on image segmentation. While our
method also has a segmentation step, our requirement of
segmentation results is much looser and our result is less
affected by the segmentation results. Recent recomposition
methods exploit repetitiveness or redundancy in an image to
rearrange the image content [CBAF08,PKVP09,WWF∗10].
These methods sometimes distort global image structures.
Ding et al. [DXY11] address this problem by filtering the
importance map and the shift map. Alternatively, seam carv-
ing methods iteratively carve or insert unnoticeable seams to
meet the target size [AS07].

Warping-based methods formulate image retargeting as
a mesh warping problem. These methods minimize ob-
jectionable visual distortion by enforcing conformal (sim-
ilarity) transformation as well as other shape-preserving

constraints (c.f. [GSCO06,WGCO07,WTSL08,ZCHM09]).
Our method is particularly related to Guo et al. [GLS∗09]
and Jin et al. [JLW10]. These methods build a mesh that
aligns well with salient image features. These methods dis-
tribute less distortion in visually salient regions than those
less salient ones. These methods achieve good results; how-
ever, they sometimes cannot preserve salient global image
structures since a global feature is divided into multiple
mesh elements (grids or triangles). Our method is built upon
these warping-based methods. Our method better preserves
the global image structures by building an adaptive mesh and
solving a spatially-varying affine warping problem.

Recently, multiple retargeting operators are combined to-
gether to achieve good retargeting results [RSA09,DZPZ09].
These image retargeting methods have also been extended to
handle with videos [NLLG10, RSA08, GKHE10, KLHG09,
WFS∗09, LG06, ZHM08] and stereoscopic images and
videos [LHW∗10, CLC11].

3. Feature-Aware Mesh based Retargeting

Our method divides an input image into a non-uniform mesh.
We denote a mesh element as F that consists of a number of
vertices vi. (For a uniform mesh, F is a rectangular grid.)
We build a mesh such that a salient feature, such as an ob-
ject or a line, is enclosed by a single mesh element. We call
this non-uniform mesh a feature-aware mesh. We allow each
mesh element to undergo an affine transformation. In this
way, our method formulates image retargeting as a mesh
warping problem where the unknowns are the affine transfor-
mation parameters. We constrain the affine transformations
such that the global image structures are preserved within
this spatially-varying affine warping framework. In the fol-
lowing subsections, we first describe how we build a feature-
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aware mesh (Section 3.1) and how we solve image retarget-
ing as a spatially-varying warping problem (Section 3.2).

3.1. Feature-Aware Mesh

Instead of dividing an input image into a uniform grid mesh,
we build a non-uniform mesh such that a salient feature, such
as an object or a line, is inside a single mesh element. Our
method first detects salient features and then builds a feature-
aware mesh.

Our method combines techniques from saliency detec-
tion, image segmentation, and line detection to detect
salient features. Specifically, our method employs a hough-
transformation based method to detect lines [DH72]. We
consider a line to be salient if it is at least half the
image width long. Our method detects a salient object
in two steps. We first use a graph-based method to de-
tect image saliency [HKP06]. Then, we use the mean-
shift image segmentation method to group salient pixels
into salient regions [CM02]. In future, we can also use a
salient region/object detection method, such as Cheng et
al. [CZM∗11], to segment salient objects directly.

Our method then divides an input image into a non-
uniform mesh based on the saliency information. A straight-
forward method is to delineate each salient feature exactly
around its boundary. However, this will make our method
very sensitive to the salient feature detection result. Instead,
our method uses a more conservative method. We first divide
an input image into a uniform grid mesh. Then, we merge
the grids that cover a salient feature into a single salient
mesh element. We only merge κ percentage of the total im-
age saliency into all the salient mesh elements. In this way,
our method tends to include more content (possibly some
less salient regions) instead of missing some part of salient
content. We show an example of this feature-aware mesh in
Figure 1, where our method divides the input image into a
non-uniform mesh with two non-rectangular salient mesh el-
ement together with a large number of regular rectangular
grids.

3.2. Spatially-varying Affine Warping

Our method aims to warp each salient feature consistently.
Previous warping-based retargeting methods encourage each
of the multiple grids that cover the same feature to undergo a
conformal transformation. However, each of these grids can
undergo a different conformal transformation, which often
damages the global image structure. To address this problem,
our method tries to include a salient image feature in one
mesh element and accordingly warps each (possibly non-
rectangular) mesh element with a single affine transforma-
tion. In this way, a salient feature can be warped consistently.
We then formulate image retargeting as a spatially-varying
affine warping problem, where the variables are the affine

transformation parameters. We choose an affine transforma-
tion because it provides a reasonable amount of degrees of
freedom for 2D transformation and makes defining quadratic
energy terms easy, compared to a homography.

We denote the affine transformation matrix of a mesh el-
ement Fi as Ai. We denote row k of Ai as Ai

k and a matrix
element as Ai

k, j . We denote the width and height of the input
image as w,h and those of the output as ŵ, ĥ. We now de-
scribe how we define energy terms in the spatially-varying
affine warping problem to produce a retargeting result.

Image boundary constraint. Our method enforces the
target boundary constraint on vertices that are on the original
image boundaries as follows.

A1v = 0, ∀v ∈ the left boundary
A1v = ŵ, ∀v ∈ the right boundary
A2v = 0, ∀v ∈ the top boundary
A2v = ĥ ∀v ∈ the bottom boundary

(1)

where A is the affine transformation matrix that applies to
the mesh element that contains vertex v. If v is shared by
multiple mesh elements, the above constraint is repeated us-
ing the corresponding affine transformation matrices.

Shared vertex constraint. A vertex that is shared by mul-
tiple mesh elements is transformed by multiple affine trans-
formations. Our method encourages that these affine trans-
formations move the common vertex to the same position.

Es
v = ∑

v∈Fi&v∈F j

∥(Ai −A j)v∥2 (2)

where Fi and F j are any two mesh elements that share ver-
tex v. Ai and A j are the corresponding affine transforma-
tions. Es

v is computed over all the shared vertices. We use
this as a soft constraint to increase the flexibility of our
warping method. This flexibility together with the follow-
ing shape-preserving constraints allows to concentrate more
distortion to visually non-salient regions. Mathematically,
this constraint alone will often make the system nearly over-
determined, which prohibits it from being a hard constraint.
On the other hand, we find that the actual violation against
this constraint is usually small, so we can post-process the
warping result to meet this constraint exactly, as described
later.

Shape-preserving constraint. An affine transformation
can still introduce objectionable distortion. To further min-
imize the visual distortion, our method encourages salient
mesh elements to undergo a conformal transformation. Since
our method works on affine transformations directly, this
conformal transformation constraint can be easily imple-
mented by constraining the transformation matrix elements
directly.

E p
F = wF (A11 −A22)

2 +wF (A12 +A21)
2 (3)

where Ai, j is element i, j of the affine transformation A for
the mesh element F. wF is the salient value of F. Our method
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(a) Input (b) Our result with uniform mesh (c) Our result with feature-aware mesh

Figure 2: For the input image (a), our method creates a result with a uniform mesh (b) and a result with a feature-aware mesh
(c). This example shows that the feature-aware mesh enables our method to warp an important object more consistently than a
uniform mesh.

encourages visually salient regions to undergo more restric-
tive conformal transformation than those less salient ones.
E p

F is computed over all the mesh elements.

When an image is resized to a small display, it is often de-
sirable that salient regions are given more space than the oth-
ers. Our method emphasizes salient regions by encouraging
them to undergo a more restrictive translation transformation
than those less salient ones.

Et
F = wF ((A11 −1)2 +(A22 −1)2 +A2

12 +A2
21) (4)

We combine all the energy terms described above and ob-
tain the following quadratic programming problem.

E = λs ∑
v∈S

Es
v +λp ∑

F∈M
E p

F +λt ∑
F∈M

Et
F (5)

s.t. the boundary constraint in Equation 1

where S is the set of all the shared vertices among mesh el-
ements and M is the set of all the mesh elements. λs, λp,
and λt are weighting parameters. Since the boundary con-
straint in Equation 1 is an equality hard constraint, the above
quadratic programming problem is a quadratic minimization
problem, and we solve this quadratic minimization problem
using a standard sparse linear solver provided by Intel MKL.
The speed of our method mainly depends on the number of
mesh elements (cells) in our system. For an image with 1000
mesh elements, this optimization problem can be solved in
realtime on a desktop machine with Intel Core2 3GHz CPU
and 4G memory.

After we solve Equation 5 for the affine transformation for
each mesh element, we compute the output vertex positions.
Since a vertex is often shared by multiple mesh elements, we
compute the final vertex position v̂ as a weighted average of
positions computed using each relevant affine transforma-
tion.

v̂ =
∑v∈Fi wi

F Aiv

∑v∈Fi wi
F

(6)

where wi
F and Ai are the saliency value and the affine trans-

formation matrix of the mesh element Fi. We find from our

experiment that the difference between the positions of a ver-
tex warped by different affine transformations is typically
very small due to the shared vertex constraint. We find that
this weighted average method works well. Once we obtain
the final vertex positions, we render the retargeting result
using texture mapping.

4. Experiments

We tested our method on a collection of images from Flickr
as well as the RetargetMe benchmark provided by Rubin-
stein et al. [RGSS10]. We show some representative results
in Figure 2 and Figure 3. We submitted all our results for the
RetargetMe benchmark as well as comparisons to the state
of the art methods as supplemental materials.

To first verify that the feature-aware mesh can help our
method better preserve global image structures, we show an
example in Figure 2. For this example, our method creates
retargeting results with a uniform mesh and a feature-aware
mesh respectively. In the result with the uniform mesh (b),
the beaks of the Curlew birds are apparently stretched while
their bodies almost remain the same aspect ratio as the input.
In contrast, the feature-aware mesh warps the birds consis-
tently, as shown in (c).

Overall, our experiments show that our method, as well
as many of the state of the art methods, can all produce rea-
sonable results. The performance of our method is at least
comparable to the existing methods. Sometimes our method
is better in preserving global image structures. For example,
the third row in Figure 3 shows that our method simulta-
neously maintains the straightness of the goal and prevents
the boys from being distorted. The fourth row in this figure
shows that our method protects the boy from being distorted.
The last row in the same figure shows that our method can
keep the grass stem straight better than some other methods.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a feature-aware mesh based im-
age retargeting method. Our method first divides an input
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(a) Input (b) [RSA08] (c) [PKVP09] (d) [WTSL08] (e) Our result

Figure 3: Comparisons to the state of the art methods.

image into a non-uniform mesh so that each salient object
or feature, like a line, is included in a single mesh ele-
ment. By allowing each mesh element to undergo only an
affine or more distortion-free 2D transformation, our method
can warp each salient object consistently. Our method even-
tually formulates image retargeting as a spatially-varying

affine warping problem, which can be efficiently solved as
a quadratic energy minimization problem. Our experiment
shows that our method can produce at least comparable re-
sults to the state of the art methods. Our method sometimes
can better preserve global image structures. In the future, we
would like to extend our method to videos.
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